According to the Weinstein splitting theorem, any Poisson manifold is locally, near any given point, a product of a symplectic manifold with another Poisson manifold whose Poisson structure vanishes at the point. Similar splitting results are known, e.g., for Lie algebroids, Dirac structures and generalized complex structures. In this paper, we develop a novel approach towards these results that leads to various generalizations, including their equivariant versions as well as their formulations in new contexts.
Introduction
Poisson manifolds and related geometric structures, such as Lie algebroids, Dirac structures and generalized complex structures, display an intricate local theory. The splitting theorems to be discussed in this paper refer to a series of results that provide fundamental local information about these types of geometry.
In each of these contexts, the geometric structure on the given manifold M determines a generalized foliation of M , in the sense of Stefan and Sussmann. While the leaves of such a foliated manifold need not be of constant dimension, the Stefan-Sussmann theory shows that they are arranged rather nicely: For every m 2 M there is an open neighborhood isomorphic to a product of foliated manifolds S N , where S has the trivial foliation (with S itself as its only leaf) while N contains the point m as a zero-dimensional leaf. The splitting theorems say that, in each case, one can take this splitting S N to be compatible with the given geometric structure. The following are some instances of such results:
(a) Weinstein's splitting theorem [41] for Poisson manifolds .M; /, which asserts the existence of a neighborhood of m that is Poisson diffeomorphic to a product of the form .S; S / .N; N /, where S is non-degenerate while N vanishes at m;
(b) the splitting theorem for Dirac manifolds [13] , obtained by Blohmann [9] (see also Dufour-Wade [17] for related results); Henrique Bursztyn and Hudson Lima thank Faperj and CNPq for financial support; Eckhard Meinrenken was supported by an NSERC Discovery Grant.
(c) the splitting theorem for Lie algebroids E ! M , due to Dufour [16] , Fernandes [19] , and Weinstein [42] , which gives an isomorphism near m with a product of Lie algebroids T S F , where the anchor of the Lie algebroid F ! N vanishes at m;
(d) the splitting theorem for generalized complex manifolds [23] , due to Abouzaid and Boyarchenko [1] , which shows that up to a B-field transform, any generalized complex manifold is locally a product S N of generalized complex manifolds, where S is 'of symplectic type' and N is 'of complex type' at m.
In this article, we develop a novel approach towards splitting theorems, which allows us to generalize them in various directions and to new contexts. Rather than taking N to be 'small', we will allow transverse submanifolds N ,! M that may be quite large. Transversality implies that the normal bundle N inherits a 'linear approximation' of the given geometry. Our local models will give tubular neighborhood embeddings, identifying the geometric structures over the normal bundle N and over an open neighborhood of the transversal N Â M . (This is not to be confused with linearization problems around leaves.) In the Poisson case, we recover the normal form theorem of Frejlich-Mȃrcuţ [20] .
Our main technical tool is a linearization lemma for vector fields X vanishing along submanifolds N Â M , with linear approximation given by the Euler vector field on the normal bundle N . Any such 'Euler-like' vector field determines a tubular neighborhood embedding, and the strategy of the proof is to make the vector field, and hence the tubular neighborhood, compatible with the given geometric data. A key feature of our approach is that constructions are quite explicit, in the sense that normal forms are fully determined by some specific choices, with a natural dependence on them. As a result, they have good functorial properties, so that one obtains the G-equivariant versions of the normal form theorems without extra effort. We remark that it is unclear how to obtain equivariant splitting theorems from the traditional (induction-based) proofs. Indeed, for Poisson manifolds .M; /, a G-equivariant Weinstein splitting theorem was only recently proved by Frejlich-Mȃrcuţ in [20] , following partial results in Miranda-Zung [31] . The argument in [20] towards Weinstein splittings, and more generally normal forms along cosymplectic transversals N Â M , uses 'Poisson sprays' and the approach of Crainic-Mȃrcuţ [14] to symplectic realizations. In contrast, our normal form for Poisson case is entirely determined by the choice of a 1-form˛2 1 .M / whose image under the map ] W T M ! TM is an Euler-like vector field along N .
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the linearization of Euler-like vector fields and the resulting tubular neighborhood embeddings. In Section 3 we apply this to anchored vector bundles satisfying an involutivity condition. We obtain a normal form theorem along transversals, which may be regarded as a version of the Stefan-Sussmann theorem. This is followed by similar transversal normal form theorems for transversals of Lie algebroids in Section 4, and Dirac structures in Section 5, which are new in these contexts.
From our result for Dirac structures, we derive as direct consequences the transversality results for Poisson structures in Section 6, and generalized complex structures in Section 7. Similar results for generalized complex structures have independently been obtained in recent work of Bailey-Cavalcanti-Duran [6] , using a different approach. Our method also leads to new results on transverse normal forms for Courant algebroids, but this case is less straightforward and will be treated separately.
In future work, we plan to generalize some of these techniques to infinite-dimensional settings. Indeed, one of our inspirations was the proof of Frobenius' theorem for Banach man-ifolds, in the books [2] and [28] , and the realization that the geometry behind these proofs involves the flow of an Euler-like vector field. We expect that similar techniques can be used to prove versions of the Stefan-Sussmann theorem and other splitting theorems for infinitedimensional manifolds.
Example 2.1. Let Ä t W E ! E denote scalar multiplication by t 2 R, and let E 2 gau.E/ be the Euler vector field. In local bundle coordinates on E, with x i the coordinates in the fiber direction and y j those in the base direction,
The flow of E is s 7 ! Ä exp. s/ ; hence the endomorphism of E corresponding to E is D D Ä 1 .
Normal bundles and linear approximation.
Given a manifold M and a submanifold N Â M , let .M; N / D TM j N =T N be the normal bundle. We write N D .M; N / if the ambient manifold is clear. Throughout this paper, p and i will denote the following projection and inclusion: See Appendix A for a detailed discussion.
Suppose that E ! M is a vector bundle, and 2 .E/ is a smooth section with j N D 0. Then W .M; N / ! .E; M / induces a vector bundle map . /W .M; N / ! .E; M /. Making use of the natural identification .E; M / Š E, we obtain a vector bundle map
referred to as the normal derivative (or intrinsic derivative [25] ) of , since it codifies the derivative of in directions normal to N . Using a partition of unity, it is clear that every bundle map .M; N / ! Ej N arises in this way, as the normal derivative d N of some section. For a diffeomorphismˆof M preserving N , the mapˆW .M; N / ! .M; N / defines the linear approximation .ˆ/ 2 Aut. N /. Infinitesimally, for a vector field X 2 X.M / tangent to N , the map XW .M; N / ! .TM; T N / induces .X /W .M; N / ! .TM; T N /. Using the identification (2.3), this is a vector field on N , called the linear approximation of X:
.X / 2 aut. N /:
Remark 2.2. The linear approximation .X / can be viewed in alternative ways:
(i) The local flow of .X / is the linear approximation of the local flow of X.
(ii) The operator DW . N / ! . N /, corresponding to .X / 2 aut. N / as in Section 2.1, has the following description: If 2 . N / is represented by a vector field Y 2 X.M / (modulo a vector field tangent to N ), then D. / is represented by the Lie bracket OEX; Y .
(iii) If Xj N D 0, then .X / 2 gau. N / is given by d N XW N ! TM j N , followed by the projection TM j N ! N .
Recall that the tangent lift X T 2 X.TM / of a vector field X 2 X.M / is obtained by applying the tangent functor to X W M ! TM (more precisely, X T D J ı TX, where J is the canonical involution on T TM , see Appendix A). Equivalently, its local flow is the differential Tˆs of the local flowˆs of X . If X is tangent to N , then the infinitesimal version of the identification .Tˆs/ D T . .ˆs// shows that .X T / D .X / T as vector fields on .TM; T N / D T .M; N /.
Tubular neighborhood embeddings.
Let N Â M be a submanifold, with normal bundle N D .M; N /. We will work with the following strong notion of tubular neighborhood embeddings. Here we are making use of the canonical identification . N ; N / D N given by the vector bundle structure. Note that some authors only require that j N is the identity, rather than also the linear approximation . /. A vector field X tangent to N is called linearizable if there exists a tubular neighborhood embedding such that .X / agrees with X on a neighborhood of N . We will need linearizability for the following special case. Lemma 2.4. Suppose that Xj N D 0, with linear approximation .X / D E the Euler vector field on N . Then X is linearizable.
Proof. By choosing an initial tubular neighborhood embedding N ,! M , we may assume that M D N , and that the difference Z D E X 2 X.M / has linear approximation equal to zero. The family of vector fields
Hence ' t .E t Z t / does not depend on t. Equality of the values at t D 1 and t D 0 gives ' 1 .X / D E. Hence, any tubular neighborhood embedding that agrees with ' 1 near N will give the desired linearization.
Remark 2.5. The question of linearizability of vector fields is subtle, and has extensively been studied. (See, e.g., [8] for a quick overview and recent results.) The classical result of Sternberg [36, 37] gives C 1 -linearizability of vector fields at critical points m, provided the 1) In local bundle coordinates on N , with x i the coordinates in the fiber direction and y j those in the base direction, we have
where x 7 ! g i .x; y/ vanishes to second order at x D 0 (as a consequence of .Z/ D 0), and x 7 ! h j .x; y/ vanishes to first order (since Zj N D 0). Hence
endomorphism of T m M describing this linear approximation has non-resonant eigenvalues.
If the linear approximation is the Euler vector field, then this endomorphism is id, and the non-resonance condition is satisfied. Thus, for N D ¹mº, Lemma 2.4 reduces to a very special case of Sternberg's theorem.
Definition 2.6. Let N Â M be a submanifold. A vector field X 2 X.M / is called Euler-like (along N ) if it is complete, with Xj N D 0, and its linear approximation is the Euler vector field: .X / D E.
Given a tubular neighborhood embedding, the push-forward of E under is an Euler-like vector field X on the image U D . N /. The tubular neighborhood embedding itself can be recovered from X, by using its flow. In fact, we have the following precise result: Proposition 2.7. Suppose that X 2 X.M / is Euler-like along N Â M . Then there exists a unique tubular neighborhood embedding W N ! M such that E X:
Given an action of a Lie group G on M , preserving the submanifold N and the vector field X, then the tubular neighborhood embedding is G-equivariant.
Proof. The existence of such a tubular neighborhood embedding is clear from Lemma 2.4. To prove uniqueness, suppose that a tubular neighborhood embedding satisfying E X is given. Let ‰ s be the flow of E, and letˆs be the flow of X. Recall that ‰ s D Ä exp. s/ , where Ä t W N ! N denotes the scalar multiplication by t 2 R. Thus we have Ä t D ‰ log.t / for t > 0; accordingly we define t Dˆ log.t / . Since N is invariant under Ä t for all t > 0, its image U D . N / is invariant under t for all t > 0. Furthermore, since lim t !0 Ä t is the retraction p from N onto N Â N , we have Let v 2 N , with image point m D .v/, and put x D Ä 0 .v/ D 0 .m/. Then Ä t .v/ is a smooth curve in N , defined for t 0, and t .m/ its image under . Thus
Since is a tubular neighborhood embedding, the map . / on normal bundles is the identity map. Hence
But the element on the right hand side is just v 2 N j x . Since .v/ D m, this shows that
Equations (2.4) and (2.5) express U D . N / and the inverse map 1 W U ! N , hence also itself, in terms of the flow of the vector field X . This shows that is unique.
In the G-equivariant setting, it is immediate that formula (2.5) is G-equivariant, hence so is . (One issue to be pointed out, however, is that the argument in [22] , based on Shoshitaishvili's theorem on topological normal forms for vector fields, does not apply to the C 1 -case.) Remark 2.9. Suppose that Xj N D 0 with linearization .X / D E. Then we may multiply X by a bump function supported on a neighborhood of N , and equal to 1 on a smaller neighborhood, to arrange that X is complete (and hence Euler-like). Indeed, by Lemma 2.4 there is an open neighborhood of N consisting of points m with lim s!1ˆs .m/ 2 N , and one only needs to take the bump function to be supported in such a neighborhood.
Functoriality.
The following functorial property is immediate from the construction. Suppose that 'W .M 0 ; N 0 / ! .M; N / is a smooth map of pairs, defining a vector bundle morphism .'/ as in (2.2) . Let X; X 0 be Euler-like vector fields along N; N 0 , respectively, with X 0 ' X:
Then the resulting tubular neighborhood embeddings give a commutative diagram:
the tangent lift of the Euler vector field E 2 X. N /. Letting It follows that T is simply the differential T .
Anchored vector bundles
As our first application of Euler-like vector fields, we will obtain a normal form theorem for integrable anchored vector bundles. This result may be regarded as a version of the Stefan-Sussmann theorem for generalized distributions on manifolds.
Basic definitions.
A smooth generalized distribution on M , in the sense of Stefan [35] and Sussmann [39] , is a collection D D S m2M D m of subspaces D m Â T m M , with the following property: There exists a submodule C Â X.M / of the C 1 .M /-module of vector fields such that D m is the image of C under evaluation X.M / ! T m M . If m 7 ! dim.D m / is constant, then D is a vector subbundle of TM , referred to as a regular distribution.
Given a vector bundle E ! M equipped with an anchor, i.e., a bundle map aW E ! TM covering the identity map, the image D D a.E/ is always a smooth generalized distribution with C D a..E//. By a result of [15] , any smooth generalized distribution arises in this way, though in general there is no canonical choice for the vector bundle and anchor. In many geometric situations, however, vector bundles and anchors are naturally present. The group of automorphisms of an anchored vector bundle .E; a/ will be denoted by Aut AV .E/, and the Lie algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms by aut AV .E/. Thus we have that e X 2 aut AV .E/ are the infinitesimal vector bundle automorphisms satisfying e X a X T ;
where X T 2 X.TM / is the tangent lift of X. Equivalently, the corresponding operator D on sections (cf. (2.1)) satisfies
for all 2 .E/. The local flow defined by e X 2 aut AV .E/ is by local automorphisms of the anchored vector bundle .E; a/. Example 3.6. Suppose that the anchor map a is injective, defining an inclusion E ,! TM . Then a determines an isomorphism from aut AV .E/ Â X.
3.2.
Pull-backs of anchored vector bundles. Suppose that .E; a/ is an anchored vector bundle over M , and 'W N ! M is a smooth map transverse to a. Then the fiber product
is a morphism of anchored vector bundles. The upper horizontal map is a morphism of anchored vector bundles, with base map '. Notable special cases include:
(e) if ' is a diffeomorphism, then ' Š E D ' E, the usual pull-back as a vector bundle.
Under composition of maps, one has that Š .' Š E/ D .' ı / Š E, provided that the appropriate transversality conditions are satisfied.
Transversals.
Let .E; a/ be an anchored vector bundle over M .
Given a transversal, we can form the anchored vector bundle i Š E D a 1 .T N /. Its pullback to the normal bundle pW N ! N has the structure of a double vector bundle,
Here, the vector bundle structure for the upper horizontal arrow is obtained by restriction from the vector bundle structure on i Š E T N ! i Š E T N . In particular, the corresponding Euler vector field is the restriction of .0;
The following lemma shows that p Š i Š E may be regarded as a linear approximation of E along N .
intertwining the anchor maps.
Proof. The normal bundle functor, applied to aW .E; i Š E/ ! .TM; T N /, gives a commutative diagram
It follows from transversality (see the comment after equation (2.2)) that the left vertical map is a fiberwise vector bundle isomorphism, with base map the right vertical map. We conclude that (3.3) is a fiber product diagram. By (2.3), the lower left corner of the diagram can be replaced with T .M; N /. Then the lower horizontal map becomes Tp, and the left vertical map an anchor map for .E; i Š E/. But the fiber product of T .M; N / and i Š E over T N is exactly p Š i Š E, by definition. We conclude that
.a/. // defines an injective morphism of double vector bundles
In the next sections, we formulate a condition under which .E; a/ is isomorphic near N to its linear approximation. The proofs will involve the following fact. Lemma 3.9. Let .E; a/ be an anchored vector bundle over M , and N Â M a transversal. Then there exists a section 2 .E/ with j N D 0 such that X D a. / is Euler-like. Given an action of a Lie group G by automorphisms of .E; a/ such that the action on the base is proper, one can take the section to be G-invariant.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
where the last map is the anchor map Ej N ! TM j N followed by the quotient map. A bundle map N ! Ej N defines a splitting of (3.5) if and only if its composition with the anchor defines a splitting of
Choose 2 .E/ with j N D 0 such that the normal derivative of defines a splitting of (3.5). Then X D a. / satisfies Xj N D 0, and since d N X D d N a. / D a.d N /, the normal derivative of X defines a splitting of (3.6). That is, d N XW N ! TM j N followed by projection TM j N ! N is the identity. By Remark 2.2 (iii), the linear approximation .X / equals minus the normal derivative, d N X, followed by the projection to N . Thus .X / D id D Ä 1 , which agrees with E by Example 2.1. Multiplying by a bump function, we may arrange that X D a. / is complete (see Remark 2.9).
In the G-equivariant setting, if the action on the base is proper, choose a G-equivariant open cover consisting of flow-outs of slices for the action. Over each slice, one can make invariant by averaging (using that the stabilizer groups are compact). This then extends to an invariant section on the flow-out of the slice. Finally, one patches the local definitions by using a G-invariant partition of unity.
3.4. Normal form theorem. One of several versions of the Stefan-Sussmann theorem asserts that if a smooth generalized distribution D Â TM is spanned by a locally finitely generated submodule C Â X.M / such that C is closed under Lie brackets, then D defines a generalized foliation. Stefan-Sussmann [35, 39] also gave integrability criteria in terms of the submodule D Â X.M / of all vector fields tangent to D, but these contain errors; see Balan [7] for counter-examples and corrections. In the case of anchored vector bundles, we take C D a..E//. 
Proof. By construction, ' Š E is identified with the anchored subbundle F Â E T N along the graph of the map ', consisting of elements of .E T N /j Gr.'/ whose image under the anchor is tangent to Gr.'/. Given two sections 1 ; 2 of F , choose extensions to sections (a) Suppose .E; a/ is involutive. Then there exists e X 2 aut AV .E/ vanishing along i Š E such that the base vector field X is Euler-like along N .
(b) Any e X 2 aut AV .E/ as in (a) determines an isomorphism of anchored vector bundles
If a Lie group G acts on .E; a/ by automorphisms such that the action on the base M is proper and preserves N , then e X in (a) can be chosen G-invariant, and for any such e X the resulting
The proof will be given in Section 3.6, but here is an outline. Using that N is transverse to the anchor, we may choose a section 2 .E/ such that X D a. / is Euler-like. In Section 3.5, we show that the involutivity of .E; a/ implies the existence of a lift e aW .E/ ! aut AV .E/ of the anchor map; we define e X D e a. /. We then argue that the vector field e X on the total space E is Euler-like along i Š E. The map e is then obtained as a tubular neighborhood embedding, after identifying .
If the normal bundle is trivial, the normal form in Theorem 3.13 simplifies: for any choice of trivialization N D N P one gets
as anchored vector bundles. As a special case we obtain: 
Proof. By an easy computation, one verifies that D f satisfies the derivation property (2.1) and is compatible with the anchor (3.1).
The involutivity of an anchored vector bundle .E; a/ is equivalent to the existence of lifts of a. / for all sections . Suppose that a..E// is a Lie subalgebra. Then the last term in the formula for T r . ; / lifts to a section of E, and hence T r lifts to a tensor S 2 .^2E ˝E/. (One first defines the lift locally, using a basis of sections, and then uses a partition of unity.) The new a-connection r D r 1 2 S. ; / has vanishing torsion. But for any torsion-free a-connection r, the formula D D r r has property (3.8), and defines e a. / 2 aut AV .E/ lifting the vector field a. /. In the presence of a G-action on .E; a/ for which the action on the base is proper, one may take r to be G-equivariant, resulting in a G-equivariant lift e a.
Conversely, given the lift e a, with corresponding operators D on sections, we have that a.D / D OEa. /; a. /. Hence a..E// is a Lie subalgebra. In the G-equivariant situation, assuming that the action on M is proper, one may take the section to be G-equivariant (cf. Lemma 3.9), and similarly for the lift e a. It then follows that e X is G-invariant. . e X / .a/ .X T /:
By Example 2.10, the tangent lift X T is Euler-like, thus .X T / is the Euler vector field of .TM; T N /. Since the bundle map .a/ is a fiberwise isomorphism, it follows that . e X / is the Euler vector field for .E; i Š E/. That is, e X is Euler-like. Letˆs be the flow of X, and ê s the flow of e X. Write t Dˆ log.t / , so that t ı D ı Ä t , where W N ! U Â M is the tubular neighborhood embedding determined by X . For all t > 0, the map e t D ê log.t / restricts to an automorphism of the anchored vector bundle Ej U , with base map the restriction t j U . Since e X is Euler-like, this family extends smoothly to t D 0. Since e t preserves anchors for all t > 0, the same is true for the limit t D 0. Hence, e 0 W Ej U ! Ej U is a morphism of anchored vector bundles projecting onto i Š E Â Ej U . The morphism of anchored vector bundles we find that its image is exactly p Š i Š E. We take e W p Š i Š E ! Ej U to be the inverse map. In the G-equivariant case, if the vector field e X is G-invariant, then all maps in this construction are G-equivariant, hence so is e . Remark 3.19. Note that the morphism (3.9) relates e X with the vector field .0; X T / on i Š E T N , which therefore restricts to p Š i Š E. In turn, the isomorphism .E; i Š E/ Š p Š i Š E from Lemma 3.8 intertwines this vector field on p Š i Š E with the Euler vector field for .E; i Š E/. (See equation (3.4) .) We conclude that the isomorphism e W p Š i Š E Š .E; i Š E/ ! Ej U takes the Euler vector field to e X. It hence follows from the uniqueness part in Proposition 2.7 that e is exactly the tubular neighborhood embedding defined by e X.
Remark 3.20. The maps (3.9) generalize to injective morphisms of anchored vector bundles, for all t 0,
be the inverse map. Note that e t has base map , for all t 0. For t D 0 it is the isomorphism e constructed above, noting that ı Ä t D i ı p. For t > 0, it can be described as the 'obvi-
given by the ordinary vector bundle pull-back with respect to the diffeomorphism ı Ä t D t ı W N ! U , followed by the inverse of the map e t W Ej U ! E U (with base map the inverse of t ).
3.7. Functorial properties. LetˆW .M 0 ; N 0 / ! .M; N / be a map of pairs, lifting to a morphism of anchored vector bundles ê W E 0 ! E. Suppose that the anchor maps of E 0 and E are transverse to i 0 W N 0 ! M 0 and iW N ! M , respectively. The map ê restricts to a morphism of anchored vector bundles i 0Š E 0 ! i Š E, giving rise to a morphism of anchored vector bundles (3.11) .
On the other hand, the map 
where all maps are morphisms of anchored vector bundles. A similar functorial property holds relative to comorphisms of anchored vector bundles. Recall that a comorphism of (anchored) vector bundles, with base mapˆW M 0 ! M is given by a bundle mapˆ E ! E 0 whose graph in E E 0 is an (anchored) subbundle along the graph Gr.ˆ/ Â M M 0 . We write ê W E 0 Ü E for such a 'wrong-way' morphism, and Gr. ê / Â E E 0 for its graph. By a discussion similar to that for morphisms, one obtains comorphisms p 0Š i 0Š E 0 Ü p Š i Š E, and in the case of e X 0 ê e X there is a commutative diagram
In fact, one can consider the result for comorphisms as a special case of the result for morphisms, applied to the inclusion map Gr. ê / ,! E E 0 . Observe that if ê W E 0 ! E is a comorphism, and N Â M is a transversal for E which is also transverse to the mapˆ, then it is automatic that N 0 WDˆ 1 .N / is a transversal for E 0 . To see this, let v 0 2 TM 0 j N 0 be given,
3.8. Uniqueness of transverse structures. Let W N ! Q be a submersion, with fibers N q D 1 .q/. A family of anchored vector bundles F q ! N q is an anchored vector bundle F ! N whose anchor is tangent to ker.T /, with F q D F j N q the restriction. We will call such a family infinitesimally trivial if every Z 2 X.Q/ admits a lift Y 2 X.N / (i.e., Y Z) which is the base vector field of an infinitesimal automorphism e Y 2 aut AV .F /. Note that in this case, the (local) flow of Y preserves the fibers of , and the (local) flow of e Y is by (local) isomorphisms of anchored vector bundles.
We interested in the following situation. Suppose that .E; a/ is an anchored vector bundle over M , and W N ! M a smooth map such that all i q D j N q W N q ! M are transversals, i.e., transverse to the anchor map of E. Then F q D i Š q E is a family of anchored vector bundles. Here F Â Š E is the subbundle given as the pre-image of ker.T / under the anchor. Proposition 3.21. Suppose that .E; a/ is an involutive anchored vector bundle over M , and that i q W N q Â M is a smooth family of transversals, as above. Then the family of anchored vector bundles i Š q E is infinitesimally trivial.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.12 that the bundle Š E is involutive. We claim that the fibers N q Â N are transversals for Š E. Indeed, given y 2 N , with image x D .y/, and any w 2 T y N , the image v D T .w/ can be written as a sum v 1 C v 2 , where v 1 2 a.E/ x and v 2 2 T x .i q .N q //. Let w 2 2 T y N q be the pre-image. Then w 1 D w w 2 satisfies
hence w 1 2 a. Š E/ y , proving the claim.
The transversality implies that the bundle map T ı a Š E W Š E ! TQ is fiberwise onto. Hence, for any given Z 2 X.Q/ there is a section 2 . Š E/ such that its image under the anchor, denoted by Y , satisfies Y Z. Furthermore, by Proposition 3.17 it admits a lift e Y 2 aut AV . Š E/. Since e Y is related under the anchor map to the tangent lift Y T , and the latter is tangent to ker.T / (due to Y Z), it is automatic that e Y is tangent to F Â Š E. Hence, e Y restricts to an element of aut AV .F /.
As a special case, we obtain: for ; 2 .E/, f 2 C 1 .M /. As is well known, this implies that aW .E/ ! X.M / preserves Lie brackets. We denote by Aut LA .E/ the automorphisms of E preserving the Lie algebroid structure, and by aut LA .E/ the infinitesimal automorphisms, consisting of all e X 2 aut AV .E/ such that the corresponding operator D on sections is a derivation of the Lie bracket. In particular, the operators D D OE ; define infinitesimal automorphisms e a. / 2 aut LA .E/. The resulting lift 
Given a G-action by Lie algebroid automorphisms of E, and a G-equivariant choice of , the isomorphism e is G-equivariant.
Proof. We use the same construction as in the proof of Theorem 3.13, but with the distinguished lift (4.1). As discussed in Remark 3.20, the vector field e X D e a. / determines a family of isomorphisms of anchored vector bundles e t W Ä Š t Š E ! Ej U , for all t 0. For all t > 0, these are given by the Lie algebroid automorphisms e t , and in particular preserve Lie brackets on sections. Hence, by continuity the map e 0 preserves Lie brackets as well.
If the normal bundle is trivial, N D N P, then we obtain the simpler model
as Lie algebroids. In particular, we obtain: For G D ¹1º this result is due to Weinstein [42] , Fernandes [19] , and Dufour [16] .
Functorial properties.
The functorial properties of the construction are analogous to those for anchored vector bundles. Of particular interest is the functoriality with respect to Lie algebroid comorphisms ê W E 0 Ü E. Using that ker.T g t/ (the tangent space to the t-fiber at g 2 G ) is spanned by the left-invariant vector fields, one sees that T g s.ker.T g t// D ran.a t.g/ /:
Hence, a smooth map 'W N ! M is transverse to a if and only if it is transverse to the restriction of s to every t-fiber. (Equivalently, it is transverse to the restriction of t to every s-fiber.) In this case, there is a well-defined pull-back Lie groupoid 2)
where ' Š G D N M G M N is the fiber product with respect to source and target maps. Here the transversality assumption ensures that the map N M G ! M induced by the source map is transverse to '; hence the second fiber product is well-defined. It also ensures that source and target for ' Š G are surjective submersions. The Lie algebroid of 
In fact, one obtains a family e t W Ä Š t Š G ! G j U of groupoid isomorphisms, reducing to e at t D 0. These are obtained as inverses of the maps
1 .t.g//; 1 .s.g// :
Dirac manifolds
We next obtain normal form theorems and splitting theorems for Dirac manifolds. References include Courant's original paper [13] as well as [29, [32] [33] [34] . We let T M D TM˚T M be equipped with the symmetric bilinear form hv 1 C 1 ; v 2 C 2 i D h 1 ; v 2 i C h 2 ; v 1 i, the anchor aW T M ! TM given by v C 7 ! v, and the Courant bracket OEOE ; on its space of sections,
for vector fields X i and 1-forms˛i . A Dirac structure on M (relative to Á) is a subbundle E Â T M such that E D E ? , and such that the space of sections of E is closed under the bracket OEOE ; . Dirac structures are Lie algebroids, with the anchor a E and bracket OE ; obtained by restriction from T M . If Á D 0, then a Dirac structure with E \ TM D ¹0º is of the form E D Gr. /, where 2 .^2TM / is a Poisson structure, and Gr. / is the graph of the bundle map T M ! TM defined by . For any 2-form ! we define the B-field transform R ! W T M ! T M ,
and put E ! D R ! .E/. Then E ! is a Dirac structure relative to the 3-form Á C d!. Given a smooth map 'W N ! M , define 
Given a proper G-action on M , preserving Á and such that its lift to T M preserves E, one can choose to be G-invariant. The resulting ! is then G-invariant, and the isomorphism T is G-equivariant.
We will see that the 2-form ! is well-defined: the family of 2-forms 1 t Ä t .d˛C Ã X Á/ extends smoothly to t D 0. Furthermore, d! D Á p i Á. The proof of Theorem 5.1 will be given in Section 5.4; its functorial properties will be discussed in Section 5.5.
Remark 5.2. For later reference, we remark that Theorem 5.1, and its proof, extend to complex Dirac structures E Â T C M inside the complexified Courant algebroid, provided 2 .E/ can be chosen in such a way that its vector field part is real, X D X . Remark 5.3. As E is a Dirac structure, the Courant bracket restricts to a Lie-algebroid bracket of E. Hence, the section defines an isomorphism of Lie algebroids p Š i Š E ! Ej U , using the approach in Section 4. The theorem above gives a stronger statement, since it treats E not merely as a Lie algebroid, but as a Dirac structure embedded as a subbundle of T M . Forgetting about this embedding, and identifying .p Š i Š E/ ! with p Š i Š E as Lie algebroids, one may verify that the isomorphism from Theorem 5.1 reduces to that of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 5.1 specializes to local splitting theorems for Dirac manifolds near given points m 2 M . Proof. Given 2 .E/ as in Theorem 5.1, write D X C˛, where X 2 X.M / is the vector field part and˛2 1 .M / the 1-form part. By construction, X is Euler-like along N , hence its flowˆs defines a tubular neighborhood embedding such that t ı D ı Ä t , for t > 0, where we write t Dˆ log.t / . Let
so that ! D ! 0 . We claim that the family of Dirac structures
By continuity, it suffices to prove the t-independence of (5.3) for t > 0. By (5.2), we have It determines a comorphism of Lie algebroids E 0 Ü E; the corresponding mapˆ E ! E 0 takes v C 2 E to the unique v 0 C 0 2 E 0 to which it is related.
Given a transversal N Â M for the Dirac structure E, and suppose that the mapˆis transverse to N . Then N 0 Dˆ 1 .N / is a transversal for E 0 , and given a section 2 .E/ such that X D a. / is Euler-like, then its pull-back 0 2 .E 0 / defines an Euler-like vector field X 0 D a. 0 /. Let ! be as in Theorem 5.1, and ! 0 its pull-back under .ˆ/. (Equivalently, ! 0 is given by equation (6.2), using˛0 Dˆ ˛.) We obtain a commutative diagram of Dirac morphisms,
5.6. Uniqueness properties for transversals. Let E Â T M be a Dirac structure relative to a closed 3-form Á 2 3 .M /, and i q W N q ! M a family of transversals labeled by points q 2 Q. As in Section 3.8, N q are the fibers of a submersion W N ! Q, and i q D ıj q , where j q W N q ! N is the inclusion. Since is transverse to a, it defines an Dirac structure F D Š E Â T N , and we have i Š q E D j Š q F . (Our notation here differs slightly from Section 3.8.)
Given any vector field Z on Q, we can find a section Y Cˇ2 .F / such that Y Z. The section defines .dˇC Ã Y Á; Y / 2 aut CA .T N / preserving F . To simplify the discussion, let us assume that Z and Y are complete, with flowsˆZ s ;ˆY s (in the general case, one has to work with local flows). Then the infinitesimal automorphism integrates to a 1-parameter group of automorphisms . s ;ˆY s /, where
As explained above, we have
Applying j Š q to both sides and using thatˆY s ı j q D jˆZ s .q/ ı .ˆY s j N q /, we obtain
As a special case, given a leaf S Â M of the Dirac structure, and two transversals i 0 W N 0 ! M and i 1 W N 1 Â M , intersecting S in points m 0 ; m 1 , we can extend to a family of transversals i s W N s ! M with N s \ S D ¹m s º, and there is a family of isomorphisms
Remark 5.7. Suppose that Á D 0, and let i W N ! M be a transversal through a given point m 2 M , with T m M D T m N˚a.E m /. Then the Dirac structure i Š E on N is in fact a Poisson structure near m. A uniqueness theorem for these transverse Poisson structure was obtained by Dufour-Wade [17, Theorem 4.5] . It can be recovered from our result, using the argument in Remark 6.5 (c) below. (We are grateful to the referee for this remark.)
Poisson manifolds
Let .M; / be a Poisson manifold. We denote by ] W T M ! TM the bundle map defined by , and by E D Gr. / Â T M the Dirac structure given as its graph. A submanifold i W N ,! M is a transversal for .M; / if it is transverse to the map ] . Equivalently, the restriction of ] to ann.T N / is injective. The Poisson bivector restricts to a skew-symmetric bilinear form on the conormal bundle ann.T N / Â T M j N . The transversal N has constant corank if this restriction has constant rank; these are special cases of the pre-Poisson submanifolds studied in the work of Cattaneo-Zambon [12] and Calvo-Falceto [11] . If the bilinear form on ann.T N / is non-degenerate, then N is called a cosymplectic transversal; these are discussed in work of Weinstein [41] , Xu [43] , Cattaneo-Zambon [12] , and Frejlich-Mȃrcuţ [20] (under the name of Poisson transversal). Suppose that N Â M is a cosymplectic transversal. Choose a 1-form˛2 1 .M / with j N D 0 such that the splitting given by the normal derivative d N˛W N ! T M j N coincides with the given inclusion of N Š N . Then X D ] .˛/ has linearization equal to the Eulervector field on N . Multiplying˛by a suitable bump function, we may arrange that X D ] .˛/ is complete. According to Theorem 5.1, the section D X C˛2 .T M / gives a local model (6.1) .p Š Gr. N // ! Š Gr. /j U :
Here W N ! U Â M is the tubular neighborhood embedding defined by the Euler-like vector field X, and
The presymplectic leaves of the Dirac structure p Š Gr. N / are the pre-images under p of the symplectic leaves of .N; N /, with the 2-forms obtained by pull-back under p. The Dirac structure .p Š Gr. N // ! has the same leaves, but with the pull-back of ! added to the 2-forms on the leaves. Let us describe the restriction of this 2-form to TM j N D T N˚ N .
Lemma 6.2. The restriction of ! to T j N has kernel T N , and equals the given symplectic form on N .
Proof. Since˛j N D 0, with normal derivative taking values in ann.T N /, the kernel of d˛j N contains T N . The same is thus true for all 1 d˛, and hence for the 2-form !. Due to our choice of , the differential T j N W T N j N ! TM j N respects the decompositions
where we identify ] .ann.T N // D N . Together with the dual decompositions of the cotangent bundles, this means that T respects the decompositions
The subbundle Gr. /j N Â T M j N splits as the direct sum of Gr. N / and the graph of the symplectic form on N . Similarly, we have that p Š Gr. N /j N Â T N j N is the direct sum of Gr. N / and T N j N . Since !j N has kernel T N , the B-field transform by !j N preserves this decomposition, and is trivial on the first summand. On the other hand, by equation (6.1) it takes p Š Gr. N /j N to Š Gr. /j N . This means that !j N is just the given symplectic structure on N Â T N j N .
This allows us to recover the following result. Theorem 6.3 (Frejlich-Mȃrcuţ [20] ). Suppose that N Â M is a cosymplectic transversal. Choose a closed 2-form ! 2 2 . N / on the normal bundle such that !j N has kernel T N and restricts to the given symplectic form on N Â T N j N . Then, near the zero section of N , .p Š Gr. N // ! is the graph of a Poisson structure, and there exists a tubular neighborhood embedding W N ! M , which is a Poisson map on some neighborhood of N .
Proof. We have proved the result for a particular ! (given by (6.2)). For the general case, note that it suffices to consider closed 2-forms defined on an open neighborhood N Â N . Given two 2-form !; ! 0 as in the theorem, one has ! 0 ! D dˇ, whereˇis a 1-form, withˇj N D 0. (The homotopy operator for the retraction from N to N gives a canonical choice forˇ.) The Moser method for Poisson manifolds (as in, e.g., [3] ) gives a Poisson isomorphism between the models over some neighborhood of the zero section. Remark 6.4. The argument from [20] relies on Crainic-Mȃrcuţ's approach [14] to symplectic realizations via Poisson sprays on T M . Remarks 6.5.
(a) The 2-form ! used in (6.1) gives a Poisson structure over all of N , not only near the zero section. An alternative choice of ! uses the 'minimal coupling' procedure of Sternberg [38] and Weinstein [40] , depending on the choice of a symplectic connection on the symplectic vector bundle N . 
where˛s D ' sˇs are the pullbacks with respect to the underlying diffeomorphisms.
Since i Š s E D Gr. s / is the graph of the induced Poisson structure on N s , this shows that the diffeomorphism ' s is a Poisson map, up to a gauge transformation of 0 by the exact 2-form d˛s. By the Moser argument for Poisson structures (see, e.g., [3, Section 3.3] or [4, Section 1.3]), the form˛s defines a time dependent vector field on N 0 whose flow s (defined on a sufficiently small neighborhood of m 0 ) intertwines the gauge transformed Poisson structures. Its composition with ' s gives a family of Poisson diffeomorphisms .N 0 ; 0 / ! .N s ; s /.
We also recover the functorial properties of the normal form, as in [21] . Let N Â M and as above. Suppose that .M 0 ; 0 / is another Poisson manifold, andˆW M 0 ! M is a Poisson map transverse to N . Then the pre-image N 0 Dˆ 1 .N / Â M is a Poisson transversal, and the pull-back˛0 Dˆ ˛defines an Euler-like vector field X 0 D 0 ]˛0 , and hence a tubular neighborhood embedding 0 . Since X 0 ˆX , we have that ı .ˆ/ Dˆı 0 . Sinceˆis a Poisson map and since ; 0 are Poisson diffeomorphisms onto their images, it is immediate that the map .ˆ/ between models is Poisson. Equivalently, this follows because the 2-forms are related by ! 0 D .ˆ/ !.
Generalized complex manifolds
Let T M be equipped with the Courant bracket for the zero 3-form Á D 0. Following Hitchin [26] and Gualtieri [23, 24] , one defines a generalized complex structure on M to be a vector bundle automorphism J 2 Aut.T M / with J 2 D id such that J is orthogonal (preserves the metric) and such that its If J is of complex type, then D 0, while for J of symplectic type the Poisson structure is inverse to the given symplectic form.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that i W N ,! M is a cosymplectic transversal with respect to . Then i Š E defines a generalized complex structure on N .
Proof. Suppose that v C 2 T M lies in the intersection i Š E \ i Š E. We want to show that v D 0 and D 0. By treating real and imaginary parts separately, we may assume that v D v and D . By the definition of i Š E, we have that v 2 T S, and there exists 2 T C M with v C 2 E and i D . Taking the imaginary part of a.J .v C // D a. p
we see that ] .Im. // D v 2 T N . On the other hand, taking the imaginary part of i D , we get i Im. / D 0, hence Im. / 2 ann.T N /. By the definition of cosymplectic, this shows that Im. / D 0. We conclude that v C 2 E is real, and therefore zero. Hence also v C D 0, which proves that i Š E \ i Š E D 0.
Letting pW N ! N be the bundle projection as before, the pull-back p Š i Š E does not define a generalized complex structure, since it contains the real subbundle ker.Tp/. However, if ! is a closed 2-form on N whose restriction to TM j N D T N˚ N has kernel T N and coincides with the given form ! 0 on the symplectic vector bundle N , then the B-field transform .p Š i Š E/ p 1! is a generalized complex structure on some open neighborhood of N .
Indeed, we have p Š i Š Ej N D i Š E˚ N Â T N˚. N˚ N /, and the gauge transform takes this to i Š E˚Gr. Suppose that the normal bundle N is trivial. By the Weinstein splitting theorem (cf. part (b) of Remark 6.5), one obtains a Poisson isomorphism of a neighborhood of N in M with a neighborhood of N ¹0º inside N R 2k , where N has the Poisson structure N , and R 2k has its standard linear Poisson structure 0 D P i q i^ p i , inverse to the symplectic structure ! 0 D P i dq i^d p i . Using this model as a starting point, we may take˛D P i .q i dp i p i dq i /. We then obtain d˛D 2! 0 , hence we have 1 Ä d˛D 2 ! 0 , and finally ! D ! 0 . In particular, we recover the splitting theorem for generalized complex manifolds, due to Abouzaid and Boyarchenko [1, Theorem 1.4]: ] m /, and let N Â M be a submanifold containing m, and such that T m M D T m N˚P. Give P the generalized complex structure corresponding to its symplectic form, and give N the generalized complex structure with corresponding Dirac structure i Š E. Up to a B-field transform, there is an isomorphism of generalized complex manifolds from a neighborhood of m in M and in the product N P.
The involution J W T TM ! T TM restricts to an isomorphism T .TM j N / ! .T TM /j T N between these two double vector bundles. This map also restricts to the canonical involution of T T N , viewed as submanifolds of T .TM j N / and .T TM /j T N . In this way, J gives rise to an isomorphism between the two double vector bundles 
